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CONSTRUCTION OF HOMOMORPHISMS OF
^-CONTINUOUS LATTICES

XIAO-QUAN XU

Abstract. We present a direct approach to constructing homomorphisms of

A/-continuous lattices, a generalization of continuous lattices, into the unit in-

terval, and show that an M -continuous lattice has sufficiently many homomor-

phisms into the unit interval to separate the points.

In the past twenty years the concept of a continuous lattice and its general-

izations have attracted more and more attention. It was the pioneering work

of Dana Scott [15], [16] which led to the discovery that algebraic lattices and

their generalization, continuous lattices, could be used to assign meanings to

programs written in high-level programming languages. On the purely math-

ematical side, research into the structure theory of compact semilattices led

Lawson [9] and others [7], [8] to consider the category of those compact semi-

lattices which admit a basis of subsemilattice neighborhoods at each point. It

was discovered in [8] that those objects are precisely the continuous lattices of

Scott. One of the most important features of continuous lattices is that they

admit sufficiently many homomorphisms (that is, mappings which preserve ar-

bitrary infs and directed sups) into the unit interval to separate the points. The

topological form of this result is due to Lawson [9].

For a complete lattice P and a family M of subsets of L, we define a

corresponding relation <z^M on P by x <§ím y if and only if, for each S £ M,

y < V S implies there exists s £ S such that x < s ; L is called M-continuous

if the relation <^m satisfies the interpolation property (i.e. for every x, y £

L, x <^m y implies there is z e P such that x <sím z «a, y) and x =

V{y £ L\y <Af x} for all x £ L. For a complete lattice T, a map /: P —► P
is called an M-morphism, or, briefly, a homomorphism, if / preserves arbitrary

infs and A/-sups.

This paper is mainly devoted to the construction of homomorphisms of M-

continuous lattices into the unit interval [0, 1]. We present a direct approach to

the construction of such homomorphisms and show that A/-continuous lattices

admit enough homomorphisms into [0, 1] to separate points.
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The general idea of constructing morphisms of the right kind into chains

by using maximal complete strict chains relative to suitable auxiliary relations

dates from the 1950s; forerunners are to be found in Raney's classical papers

on completely distributive lattices [13], [14]. The classical technique of Raney

and Bruns [5], based on the investigations of maximal complete strict chains of

suitable auxiliary relations, is skillful and requires AC (the axiom of choice).

Moreover, it cannot be applied to the case of posets. Comparatively, the tech-

nique presented in this paper is simpler and requires only the axiom of to

dependent choices; besides, it can be directly applied to the case of posets. In

a forthcoming article we will use the technique to set up the embedding theory

of posets.

1. Preliminaries

In this preliminary section we collect some well-known notation, definitions

and results needed later on. The reader wishing more details can consult [1],

[2], [7], and [11].
Let P be a poset and let x £ P. We define | x = {y £ P\y < x}. The set

l S = UU x\x € S} is called the lower set generated by S. The family of all
subsets of P is denoted by ¿P(P).

Denote by INFT (resp., INFnSUP) the category of all complete lattices and

all maps preserving arbitrary infs and directed sups (resp., all complete lattice

morphisms).

In what follows L is always a complete lattice and M is a subset system

of L, i.e. M c &{L). Define IM(L) = {\ S\S £ M}. IM(L) (ordered by
inclusion) is called the poset of all M-generated lower sets of L.

Important examples of subset systems of L are

9a   (= â°(L)), the family of all subsets of P,
3f   (= 3¡(L)), the family of all directed subsets of L, and
&  (— ̂ (L)), the family of all finite subsets of P.
The following conditions on M are relevant:

(•)   for every x £ L there exists S £ M with x = V S,

(••)   {x} g M for all x e P,
(j)   for each family {S¡\i £ 1} C M, there exists S £ M such that

Scl\h<P(i)\<Pzl[s\    and    \/S = y\^(p(i)W£Y[Si\,
Kiel i      J we/ ;      J

(ft)   for each family {St\i £ 1} c M,

i\m\9€f[s;]€M,
¡6/ i )

(*)   if [Si\i £ 1} c M and {\JS¡\i £ 1} £ M, then there exists S £ M
such that

Scl\JS,   and    V5 = VU^>
i€l i€l

(**)   if {Sill £l}cM and {\JS¡\i £ 1} £ M, then (J/€/ S, £ M.
G. Bruns [5] calls a subset system M distributively closed whenever it satisfies

(••), (ff), and (**). Unfortunately, 2f is in general not distributively closed

((**) is the troublemaker).
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An important relation on L depending on M is the M-below relation

<€.m : x «Caí y if and only if for each S £ M, if y < \¡ S, then there ex-

ists s £ S such that x < s . For x e P, let ii-M x = {y £ L\y «« x}. Clearly,

-D-A/ x = f\{A £ IM(L)\y <\J A}. In the case M - 2¡ , the relation <^M is the
well-known way below relation < .

1.1. Definition. A complete lattice P  is called a continuous lattice if x =

\/{y £ L\y < x} for all x £ L.

1.2. Definition. Let M be a subset system of a complete lattice P.    P is

called M-distributive if, for every family {S¡\i £ 1} c M,

A {\jSi\i £ /} = V {A p(')Ip e n^j ;
Lei »     J

L is called completely distributive, if P is ^-distributive.

1.3. Definition. A binary relation c on a nonempty set X is said to have the

interpolation property, if it satisfies

(INT) For all x, y £ X with x c y , there exists z e X such that x c z c

1.4. Definition. A binary relation -< on a complete lattice L is called approx-

imating, if x = \/{y £ L\y -< x} for all x e P.

1.5. Definition. Let P be a complete lattice and let M be a subset system

which satisfies (•).
(1) P is called weakly M-continuous, if the relation <^m on P is approxi-

mating.

(2) L is called M-continuous, if the relation <^m on P is approximating

and satisfies (INT).
(3) P is called strongly M-continuous, if the relation <^m on P is approx-

imating and satisfies (INT), and JJ-az x £ Im(L) for all x e P.

1.6. Remark. The concept of M -continuity in Definition 1.5 is different from

the one in [2], [11]. Here it is not required that §m x £ Im(L) for all x £ L,

but the relation -c^ is required to satisfy the celebrated interpolation property.

The following result is well known (see [1], [11]).

1.7. Lemma. Let M be a subset system of a complete lattice L and let M

satisfy (•). Then L is weakly M-continuous if and only if L is M-distributive.

1.8. Lemma (Bandelt [1]). Peí P be a complete lattice and let M be a subset

system which satisfies (•). If L is weakly M-continuous, then

(1) M satisfies (t) if and only if ¡)-m x £ Im(L) for all x £ L (i.e. L is
M-continuous in the sense of [I], [11]);

(2) if M satisfies (t), then the relation <€.m on L satisfies (INT) (i.e. L is

M-continuous) if and only if M satisfies (*).

1.9. Corollary. Let L be a complete lattice and let M be a subset system which

satisfies (•). If L is M-distributive, then the following conditions are equivalent:

(1) P is strongly M-continuous;

(2) M satisfies (t) and (*) ;
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(3) M satisfies (*) and |j/xe Im(L) for each x £ L.

1.10. Definition. Let S and T be two posets. A pair (/, g) of maps /: S —►

T and g: T —► S is called a Galois connection or an adjunction between S and

T provided that
( 1 ) both / and g are order preserving, and

(2) the relations f(s) > t and 5 > g(t) are equivalent for all pairs of elements

(s,t)£SxT.

In an adjunction (/, g), the map / is called the upper adjoint and g the

lower adjoint.

1.11. Lemma. Let f: S —> T and g: T —> S be maps between posets. Con-

sider the following conditions :

(1) (/> g) is a Galois connection between S and T,

(2) f is order preserving and g(t) = min/"'(î t) for each t £ T,

(3) g is order preserving and f(s) = maxg~l(l s) for each s £ S, and

(4) / preserves all existing infs and g preserves all existing sups.

Then (1) <=> (2) •»■ (3) =► (4). Consequently, in an adjunction one map

uniquely determines the other.

2. Construction of M-morphisms

2.1. Definition. Let M be a subset system of a complete lattice P and let

T be a complete lattice. We say that a map j:L-+ T is an M-morphism,

or, briefly, a homomorphism, if it preserves arbitrary infs and M-sups (/ is

said to preserve A/-sups, if f(\/S) = \J f(S) for all 5 £ M). The set of
homomorphisms of P into T is denoted by IM](L, T). For f £ IM^(L, T),
if / is injective, then / is called an /MT-embedding of P into P.

In the following definition the symbol to denotes the ordinal number of the

set of natural numbers.

2.2. Definition (The axiom of to dependent choices— DCW). Let A' be a set,

let u £ X and let P be a binary relation onl. If for every x e X there is

a y £ X such that xRy, then there is a sequence {x„|zz < to} c X such that

Xo = u and x„Px„+i for all n < to.
DCW was proposed by Bernays [4] in 1942 as a weaker version of the axiom

of choice. We will use the symbol ZFDQ; to denote the theory obtained by

adjoining DC^ to ZF (the Zermelo-Fraenkel set theory).

One can easily prove the following result.

2.3. Lemma (ZFDCW). Let c be a binary relation on a set X and let B be the

set of dyadic rational numbers in [0, 1]. If o is transitive and satisfies (INT)

(i.e. c i$ idempotent with respect to the relational product), then for x, y £ X

with x c y, there is a family {x(b)\b £ B] c X such that

(1) x(0) = x, x(l) = y, and
(2) x(bx) c x(b2) whenever bx < b2.

2.4. Remark. Let A1 be a topological space and o(X) be the complete lattice

of all open sets of X . Define a relation c, on o(X) by U c, V if and only if

U c V . Obviously, c, is transitive. If X is a normal space, then C, satisfies

(INT). For a pair P , G of disjoint closed subsets of a normal space X , by
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normality of X, there is an open set U such that P c U c U c Ar\G. The

main technique used in the proof of Urysohn's lemma is to construct a family

{U(b)\b£B}co(X) suchthat
(1) U(0) = U, C/(l) = X\G,and
(2) U(bx) c, U(b2) whenever bx <b2.

2.5. Lemma. Let L be a complete lattice and let M be a subset system which

satisfies (•). Let the M-below relation <a/ satisfy (INT). For each (x, t) £

L x [0, 1 ], define a map MXJ : L —► [0, 1 ] by

= {'»,Mx,t(y)= &*"*
otherwise.

Then Mx t preserves M-sups.

Proof. Trivial.

Now, we proceed to the main results of this paper.

2.6. Theorem (ZFT>Cœ). Let L be a complete lattice and let M be a sub-
set system which satisfies (•). Let the M-below relation <^m satisfy (INT).

Suppose that x ¿ y in L, Then the following statements are equivalent:

(1) There is a map f £ IM\L, [0,1]) with f(x) = 1 and f(y) = 0.
(2) There is a u £ L with u <a/ x and u£y.

Proof. (1) =► (2). Let g: [0, 1] -> P be the lower adjoint of / (i.e. g(t) =
A/"'(T 0 for each t £ [0, 1]). Then g(tx) -Cm g(h) whenever tx <t2. Let

u = s(\) ■ Then u <a/ x and u ¿ y .
(2) => (1). Let B be the set of dyadic rational numbers in [0, 1]. Then by

Lemma 2.3, there is a family {x(b)\b £ B} c P such that
(i) x(0) = u, x( 1 ) = x , and

(ii) x(bx) «a/ x(b2) whenever bx < b2.

Let / = \/{Mx{b) b\b £ B} , i.e. f(z) = \/{b £ B\x(b) «a/ z} for each z £ L.
Then f(x) = 1 and f(y) = 0. Define ¿: [0, 1] -► P by

ö/(i) = \J{x(b)\b £ B and b < t}.

Then for all pairs of elements (s, t) £ L x [0, 1], f(s) > t is equivalent

to s > d(t). It follows that (/, d) is a Galois connection between P and

[0, 1]. Therefore, by Lemmas 1.11 and 2.5 (both of them are true in ZF),

/e/MT(P,[0, 1]).

2.7. Corollary (ZFDCtu). Let L be a complete lattice in which the way below

relation <c satisfies (INT). Suppose that x % y in L. Then the following

statements are equivalent:

(1) There is a map f £ INFT(P, [0, 1]) with f(x) = 1 andf(y) = 0.
(2) There is a u £ L with u < x and u^y .

Corollary 2.7 is an improvement of Proposition IV-2.20 of [7].

2.8. Corollary (ZFDCW). Let L be a complete lattice in which the totally below
relation < (=<C¿?) satisfies (INT). Suppose that x ¿ y in L. Then the
following statements are equivalent:

(1) There is a map f£ (INFnSUP)(P, [0,1]) with f(x) = 1 and f(y) = 0.
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(2) There is a u £ L with u<\x and u ■£ y.

2.9. Theorem (ZFDCW). Let L be a complete lattice and let M be a subset

system which satisfies (•). Consider the following conditions:

(1) P is M-continuous,

(2) PMT(P, [0, 1]) separates the points of L, and
(3) L is weakly M-continuous.

Then (1)=>(2)=>(3).

Proof.   (1)=>(2) follows from Theorem 2.6.
(2) =* (3). For x,y e P with x i y, if f(x) < f(y) for all / £

7MT(P,[0, l]),then/(xAy) = /(x)A/(y) = /(x) for all / € IM\L, [0, 1]).
By (2) it follows that x < y. This contradiction shows that there is / £

IM^(L, [0, 1]) such that f(y) < f(x). Select a t £ [0, 1] with f(y) < t <
f(x). Let g be the lower adjoint of f and let u - g(t). Then u <a/ x and

u ^ y. It follows that x = \J{z £ L\z <a/ x} for all x £ L .
It is well known, in ZF, that JL x e I&(L) for each x e P, and P is

continuous if and only if P is ^-continuous (i.e. the way below relation <

on L is approximating implies that < satisfies (INT)). Thus we arrive at the

following result.

2.10. Corollary (ZFDCW). Let L be a complete lattice.   Then the following
statements are equivalent:

(1) P is strongly 21-continuous;

(2) L is 3-continuous;

(3) P is continuous;

(4) INFT(P, [0, 1]) separates the points of L.

2.11. Corollary  (ZFDCW). Let L be a complete lattice.   Then the following
statements are equivalent:

(1) P is strongly ^-continuous;

(2) P is ^-continuous;

(3) L is weakly ¿P-continuous;

(4) (INFnSUP)(P, [0, 1]) separates the points of L .

3. Applications

In this section the axiom of choice is required.

By Lemma 1.7, Lemma 1.8, and Theorem 2.9, we obtain the following result.

3.1.   Theorem. Let L be a complete lattice and let M be a subset system which

satisfies (•). Consider the following conditions:

(1) P is strongly M-continuous,

(2) L is M-contmuous,

(3) IM^(L, [0, 1]) separates the points of L ,
(4) There is an IM] -embedding of L into a cube [0, 1]A ,
(5) P is weakly M-continuous, and

(6) P ¿s M-distributive.
Then the following implications and equivalences hold:

(1) => (2) => (3) ^ (4) => (5) ^ (6).

If M satisfies (f) and (*), then (6) => (1) is true, and hence all six conditions

are equivalent.
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3.2. Corollary (Lawson [7], [9]). Let L be a complete lattice. Then the follow-

ing statements are equivalent:

( 1 ) P is continuous ;

(2) L is 3-distributive;

(3) INFT(P, [0, 1]) separates the points of L;

(4) There is an INFT-embedding of L into a cube [0, 1]*.

3.3. Corollary (Raney [13], [14]). Let L be a complete lattice. Then the fol-
lowing statements are equivalent:

( 1 ) The totally below relation < on L is approximating;

(2) L is completely distributive;
(3) (INFn SUP)(P, [0, 1 ]) separates the points of L ;
(4) There is an INFnSVP-embedding of L into a cube [0, l]x .

3.4. Corollary (Bruns [5]). Let L be a complete lattice and let M be a subset

system which satisfies (••), (\\), and (**). Then the following statements are

equivalent:

( 1 ) The relation <a/ on L is approximating;

(2) P is M-distributive;
(3) IM1(L, [0, 1]) separates the points of L ;
(4) There is an IM^ -embedding of L into a cube [0, 1]* .

3.5. Definition. Let P be a complete lattice.

( 1 ) p £ L is called coprime, if the relation p < x V y always implies p < x

or p < y . The set of coprime elements of P is denoted by COPRI(P).

(2) A subset B of P is called a base of L, if x = \/{b £ B\b < x} for all
x e P.

(3) A subset S of P is called a /\-sublattice of P, if the inclusion map

S —> L is an ¿F-morphism (that is, if S is closed in P under the formation

of arbitrary infs and finite sups).

3.6. Lemma. Let S be a /\-sublattice of a complete lattice L. If COPRI(P)
is a base of L, then COPRI(S) is a base of S.

Proof. For p £ COPRI(P), let p* = f\{x £ S\p < x}. Then p* £ COPRI(5')
and p < p*. For each y £ S, we have y = \JL{p £ COPRI(P)|p < y} <

\Js{p*\p £ COPRI(P) and p < y} < \Js{q £ COPRI^I? < y}. It follows that
COPRI(S) is a base of S.

For a complete lattice P, let ¿?" = {WM c ¿f°(L)\%~ c M and M satisfies

(tt), (**),}• Then & c IF and F satisfies (••), (ft), (**').

3.7. Theorem. Let L be a complete lattice. Consider the following conditions:

(1) P is strongly .9~-continuous.

(2) P is weakly 9~-continuous and JJ..?- x £ I^(L) for all x £ L (that is, L
is &-continuous in the sense of[2],[\ 1])..'     L      J'L If

(3) L is S?-continuous.

(4) There is an I^^-embedding of L into a cube [0, 1]* .
(5) COPRI(P) is a base of L.
(6) P is isomorphic to the lattice of closed sets of a topological space.

(7) P is ^-distributive.

(8) P is strongly .^-continuous.

(8')   P is .^-continuous.
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(8")   P is weakly ^-continuous.

(9) There is an ISF -embedding of L into a cube [0, \]x .
( 10) There is a subset system M of L such that

(a) y c M and M satisfies (\), (*), and
(b) P is M-distributive.

(11) There is a subset system M of L such that

(a) y c M and M satisfies (t), (*), and
(b) P can be embedded into a cube [0, l]x via an IM^-map.

(12) P is y -distributive.
Then the following implications and equivalences hold:

(1) «. (2) => (3) => (4) «■ (5) «*■ (6) «■ (7) «• (8) * (8') <* (8") <^ (9)

«.(10)4»(14)=>(I2).

7/7« Py satisfies (t), i/zen (12) => (1) is true, and hence all fourteen conditions

are equivalent.

Proof.  (1) <* (2). By Lemma 1.8.
(2) =*■ (3). Trivial.
(3)=>(4). By Theorem 3.1.
(4) =» (5). By Lemma 3.6.
(5) «• (6). See [12, Proposition 1] (see also [6], [17]).
(5) =* (7). Let M = {S c P| for each p e COPRI(P), p <M S implies

/? < s for some 5 € S} . Then y c M and M satisfies (**). It is easy to check

that L is Af-distributive and M satisfies (ft). Hence P is y-distributive.

(7) «• (8) <* (8') <^ (8") <*■ (9). By Theorem 3.1.
(7)=>(10). Trivial.
(10)^(11). By Theorem 3.1.
(11) => (4) and (10) => (12). Trivial.
By Corollary 1.9, (1) o (12) holds if and only if y satisfies (t).
However, it still remains open whether the implications (12) =>■ (3) and

(12) =► (4) always hold.
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